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Abstract 

In the post-war Soviet Union, works by the leading literary figures of the non-Russian 
republics enjoyed a wide and enthusiastic readership.  Many of these authors chose to write in 
the lingua franca of the Soviet empire, but some wrote in their native languages and were 
translated into Russian. The nature of these translations raises interesting issues, not only 
those one would expect in a translation over the significant linguistic distance between a non-
Indo-European and an Indo-European language, but others that are due to differences between 
broader cultural traditions, written or oral.  One such issue is: what constitutes a ‘language’ 
for the purpose of literary translation in situations where a whole genre might not have an 
equivalent in the culture of the target language?  A striking example is a novel by the 
distinguished Buriat writer Chimit Tsydendambaev which became quite widely known 
following its appearance in Moscow in 1977 with the title Okhotniki za golubymi gusiami. 
Satiricheskii roman v novellakh, in an authorized translation into Russian by L. Parfenov, 
with a second edition in 1987.  The novel appeared in the original Buriat only in 1989, with 
the title Kholo oiryn türelnüüd [Distant and Close Relatives], and a comparison of this text 
with the “authorized translation” is fascinating and puzzling. It appears that the author himself 
must have worked with his Russian collaborator to create a version couched not only in the 
Russian language, but in the communicative currency of a Russian genre. Detailed 
comparison of the texts reveals that while the literary devices of the original depend on the 
structures and rhetoric of Buriat-Mongolian, those of the Russian version are wholly Russian-
based, resulting effectively in the telling of a somewhat different story. As a result, the very 
successful “translation” can at best be described as an “adaptation” of the original. Analogous 
genre problems have been noted with the Russian reception of Buriat drama, and the case of 
Tsydendambaev’s novel is unlikely to be unique in the history of Russian translations from 
literatures of the minority languages of the empire. The way we examine translations beween 
remote languages needs more sophisticated treatment. 
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1.  The Problem 

Those of us who study translation generally regard the linguistic process involved in 
this activity as having at the most basic level certain fundamental features that are 
independent of the particular languages involved. Grammatical and other differences 
between the languages in question mean, for example, that the ‘unit of translation’ will 
vary from one pair of languages to another, but we rely on it always being possible to 
trace in explicit detail the process of conversion of a text from one language universe 
to another. Situations in which the difference between source and target language and 
their respective cultural universes is extreme pose problems for the scholar of 
translation that are relatively seldom encountered, and insufficiently examined. This 
article presents an example that raises interesting questions with problematic answers. 

2.  An Example: The Translation 

In Russia in 1977 there appeared a novel, in Russian, with the beguiling title Okhotniki 
za golubymi gusiami [Hunting for Blue Geese] by the already well-known Buriat 
writer Chimit Tsydendambaev. It was an ‘authorized translation’ into Russian by L. 
Parfenov, published not in Ulan-Ude, but in Moscow, by the “Sovremennik” 
publishing house, in an edition of 30,000 copies. This was Tsydendambaev’s fourth 
novel:  he had already attracted considerable attention as a poet and an author of short 
stories, and his earlier prose, which had also appeared in Russian translation, had 
earned him a solid reputation among readers of the literatures of the non-Russian 
peoples of the Soviet Union. The new novel, which came out in the year of his death, 
was interestingly different from the previous ones.  For one thing, his earlier novels 
had been historical, dealing with the life of the celebrated Buriat scholar Dorzhi 
Banzarov, an orientalist who had studied and taught at Kazan’ University in the 
middle of the nineteenth century; the new novel was subtitled “A Satirical Novel in 
Novellas,” (“Satiricheskii roman v novellakh”), and was billed by its publisher as an 
attack on “people who live by long outmoded values and strive to enrich themselves at 
the expense of society.” For another, the Russian translation was the first appearance 
of this novel, and a second Russian edition would come out in 1987 (published by 
Sovetskaia Rossiia) before its first publication in the Buriat language in 1989.  I was in 
Ulan-Ude in 1989, and eagerly acquired a copy of the Buriat version, an edition of just 
7,000 copies which was selling like hot cakes.  It turned out that the Russian version 
was anything but a translation in the conventional sense. The title of the supposedly 
original Buriat version is Kholo oiryn türelnüüd (“Distant and close relatives”) and its 
text shows a puzzlingly imperfect connection with the Russian version. This essay 
explores the complicated relationship between the Russian and Buriat versions of the 
novel. 
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Modern Buriat secular literature had its origins in the 18th centuryi, and there was a 
particularly strong effort to reinvigorate it in the early years of the 20th century, before 
the Russian revolution, but for the purposes of this exploration it is a Soviet 
phenomenonii, in the context of the cultural development of the inevitably to some 
extent Russianized indigenous peoples of the Soviet Union from the early 1920s on, 
and the growth of a nation-wide readership in Russian translation for at least the most 
prominent works of writers in minority languages. A notable exception to this trend is 
that educated Buriats, and educated Russians in Siberia, had long been avid readers of 
Buriat oral epics, transcriptions of which had been published between the late 
eighteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, generally in Russian rather than 
in the original Buriat. It is important to note that we are talking here not about listeners 
to oral performances of the Buriat epics (which continued at least into the 1950s for 
the relatively few people able to experience them in this form) but about readers of 
latterday reductions of those oral epics to a printed text, in most cases already a 
translation into Russian. 

Chimit Tsydendambaev’s historical novels had been part of a broader pattern:  a 
large proportion of twentieth-century Buriat prose has been historical, since Buriat 
writers, as they tried to write in the accepted genres of the Russian and European 
literary traditions, tended at the same time to draw, consciously or unconsciously, on 
their indigenous cultural tradition, especially the national historical epic, and the 
historical novel came more easily to them than other prose genres. Even Okhotniki za 
golubymi gusiami, which is not in the obvious sense a ‘historical novel’, and invites 
comparison with Russo-European satirical genres, has a historical dimension – it 
invokes the history of a particular street in Ulan-Ude (‘Kartezhnaia ulitsa’, rebaptised 
in Soviet times ‘Prospekt Stroitelei’) and its not uniformly respectable inhabitants – 
Gleb Uspenskii’s Nravy Rasteriaevoi ulitsy springs to mind, pitting high pretensions 
against sordid realities. 

But what did Tsydendambaev mean by a “novel in novellas”?  And was this 
explicative subtitle to the Russian version the author’s invention or the translator’s?  

Superficially, the Russian version of the novel is indeed divided into fifteen 
explicitly labeled and numbered “novellas”, varying in length from around thirty pages 
to less than two, which suggests immediately that the ‘novella’ label is not to be taken 
too seriously.  Each ‘novella’ has its own subtitle – most of them verbose and quirky, 
recalling the conventions of pre-nineteenth-century European fiction: “Novella the 
first, about the poet in the golden yellow shirt and his unusual visitor, and the iron 
dragon of the seamstress Namsal-abgai”, “Novella the second, about a large meat-
grinder and a decrepit sofa”, “Novella the third, about a scholar’s trained dog, and the 
scholar himself, who is preparing for a cunning assault on the Himalayas of learning”, 
“Novella the eighth, about how a mouse got painted, and a recipe written for a three-
volume album-novel”. The component novellas, if they are long enough to warrant 
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subdivision, are divided into numbered but untitled sections anything from two to 
seven or eight pages long. 

If the designation ‘novel in novellas’ is largely a provocation, the story told in this 
bizarre framework, and the way in which it is told, give some clues as to what this out-
of-the-ordinary genre really represents. A small amount of ‘retelling’ is needed to 
convey the nature of this culturally hybrid narrative. ‘Novella the first’ opens with a 
description of the Kartezhnaia ulitsa of 50-60 years ago as a dense clump of one- and 
two-storey wooden houses, a haven for working-class folk, some of them honest 
toilers, others overtly criminal or beggars, but all united by the quest to find their ‘blue 
goose’ – the symbol of wealth and success. A glimpse of life on the Kartezhnaia ulitsa 
of the old days is provided by a drink-soaked former postal official reduced to 
beggary, whose heart-rending appeal to the generosity of passing gentlefolk begins 
with “Mille pardons, monsieur!” and is punctuated with exclamations of “parole 
d’honneur!” The scene was abruptly changed as “the force-nine waves of the new life 
swept its former inhabitants from Kartezhnaia ulitsa, and then the street itself was 
swept from the face of the earth”, giving way to a broad new highway boasting all the 
standard Soviet consumer outlets – gastronom, univermag, mebel’, khoziaistvennye 
tovary [delicatessen, department store, furniture, household goods].  But if you ask an 
older resident of Ulan-Ude for directions to the Prospekt Stroitelei, you will be told: 
“Go straight, turn left, then right, and you’ll see on the corner an old two-storey 
wooden house – that’s Prospekt Stroitelei.” In fact the first thing you’ll see on the new 
street is this old house, the sole inexplicable remnant of the former Kartezhnaia ulitsa. 
Nobody knows why it has not been torn down, but if you want to know, you could ask 
the house itself (in the quiet of night, of course, when everybody’s asleep). There 
follows a paragraph in which the talking house itself presents its credentials, which are 
its unusually lurid history (“As you see”, the author archly observes, “houses, just like 
people, can never speak about themselves without bragging”).  The only reason it’s 
still standing, the author concludes, is that the matter of its demolition got lost in the 
ebb and flow of bureaucratic paperwork. 

The second section of the first novella-chapter introduces the present-day 
inhabitants of the old house, which is now divided up into apartments, one of whose 
occupants is a young poet, distinguished by his naïveté, good nature and vulnerability, 
and by his extraordinary skill in the kitchen – indeed, passers-by are given to stopping 
on the street outside his window and eagerly inhaling the wonderful aroma streaming 
from the fortochka, which it seems to them, must emanate from a soup of blue goose, 
seasoned with aya-ganga, an aromatic herb that grows in the steppes.  Aya-ganga is a 
species of wormwood (Artemisia). The best-known species of Artemisia (A. 
absinthium) is the source of the distilled absinthe so famously imbibed by artists and 
poets in nineteenth and early twentieth-century France. Our poet’s ambrosial broth 
turns out to be an appropriately inspirational brew – to the people among whom the 
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poet lives, the heavenly aroma of his cooking is what is remarkable about him, not the 
golden-yellow shirt of Danish origin that he constantly wears, which is just the kind of 
thing they would expect a poet to wear, and ceased to impress them long ago.  As we 
meet him on a fine May morning, the poet is just preparing to start work on a new epic 
poem, inspired mostly by the fact that his calendar shows today to be a Monday, the 
first day of the working week.  He sets a saucepan of broth to simmer on the stove, and 
does his morning gymnastics in front of a window that levels with the street outside, 
enabling him to observe the legs of passers-by.  He’s particularly observant of legs that 
are not trouser-clad, especially those that are not too encumbered by their skirts, either, 
and he’s frustrated that he cannot see the faces that go with the most appealing pairs of 
legs, but here his poetic imagination steps in to help him complete the enticing picture.  
His imagination serves other purposes, too: the final set of the poet’s morning 
gymnastics is shadow-boxing, but his blows do not fall on thin air – his uppercuts are 
rained on the imagined face of an all too familiar critic. 

In the third section of the first ‘novella’ the poet’s morning routine is interrupted by 
a visitor – a corpulent official, director of the city’s commercial sector – on business 
yet to be disclosed.  The visitor smells the simmering broth, declares it divine, 
produces a bottle of cognac and is soon seated at table with the poet, bowls of 
stimulating broth and glasses of cognac before them. The director of commerce raises 
his glass to the poet’s “mudrye sochineniia” [“wise compositions”], but on the first 
spoonful of the broth he exclaims: “Now this I understand – this is real poetry (Vot eto 
ia ponimaiu – Nastoiashchaia poeziia!”) After a crass enquiry about how long it takes 
to write a poem (too long, the poet replies, if you’re left-handed like me) the visitor 
reveals his business:  he has come to commission a summons in verse to his fifty-
second birthday party, to be printed in the formal invitations to this grand event, at 
which in place of the usual party games there will be horse-racing and various sporting 
competitions. One of these is to be an archery contest in which the targets will be 
specially drawn caricatures labelled Rastrata, Khishchenie, Podlost’, Lozh’, Pianstvo 
and Khuliganstvo [squandering, misappropriation, moral decrepitude, lying, 
drunkenness and hooliganism]. Our poet, who is by now very much under the 
influence of the cognac and perhaps also the absinthe-seasoned broth, rapturously 
accepts the commission, naïvely declining any form of payment beyond inclusion in 
the guest list. He promises delivery in ten minutes if the guest will just leave him to 
himself for that long, and by the commerce director’s return he has produced twenty 
fine anapaestic lines. 

In the fourth section, the poet, left to himself, returns to the epic poem that was his 
intended day’s work. His first task whenever he writes such a work is to think up a 
title that encapsulates the whole composition, and that ‘title’ (zaglavie) gives rise to a 
‘prologue’ (zachin) that is the heart of the poem, just as the stove lies at the center of a 
house. After giving his task some thought, the poet feels the need for a break and some 
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fresh air, and he goes out in the yard of the old house, now a typical Soviet communal 
recreation area, where he is drawn into a game of chess with his neighbour the deaf 
musician. This ‘idyllic’ scene is suddenly interrupted:  the attention of the readers and 
chess and checkers players is riveted by a terrible sound, like a couple of dozen 
ravening wolf-hounds festooned with tin cans, issuing from the wide-open balcony 
door of the second-floor room belonging to Namsal-abgai, a black-market seamstress. 
The noise is her sewing machine, never serviced, never even oiled, but the occupants 
of the house can imagine an iron dragon, shaking its metal scales as it hurls itself with 
a blood-curdling shriek on the crowd in the yard. 

The first of the stunned residents to react is a lanky government official, a ‘people’s 
assessor’, who has been enjoying a read in the fresh air.  He has been the residents’ 
spokesman in an earlier unsuccessful petition to Namsal-abgai to keep the noise down. 
Now he leaps up, stands beneath the balcony of her room and angrily orders her to 
give everyone some peace and quiet, “in a voice that would make a mammoth’s hair 
stand on end.” One by one the other residents join in his plea, but there is no response 
until an adolescent boy balls up some wet earth and hurls it through the open door.  
That does it – the terrible sound abruptly stops, and the huge figure of Namsal-abgai 
squeezes itself sideways through the door and out onto the tiny balcony.  Her immense 
round face flames crimson with anger, while her imposing stature, combined with the 
absence of a neck and no hint of a waist, make her resemble the Leaning Tower of 
Pisa about to collapse under its own weight onto the crowd below. None of her 
neighbours knew that she had received that morning a third and final summons to 
appear before the local director of finances to answer for her non-payment of taxes.  
Namsal-abgai berates them all with imaginative abuse that would do credit to a drill-
sergeant, and when she pauses to draw breath the young poet, who imagines he has a 
special place in her heart because he has done her a couple of favours in the past, 
interjects an eloquent plea for her to at least oil her machine before they all go deaf 
from the din it makes.  But he has underestimated the present scope of her rage against 
the human race, and she hurls at him terrible threats, impugning both his signature 
yellow shirt and his virility, before spitting with impressive ballistic effect at the feet 
of the people’s assessor. She retreats into her lair, and the noise starts up again. 

The fifth and final section of Novella the First is a lesson in how to approach the 
fearsome Namsal-abgai safely and successfully.  After all, the black-market seamstress 
has many satisfied customers, but they have all discovered, the hard way, that after 
knocking on her door, admittance is not gained by answering her “Who’s there?” with 
the obvious “I’d like you to make me a dress”.  Even prospective clients need a 
“password”, which can range from the unsubtly mendacious “I’m sorry, I left my 
gloves here” to the improbable as well as unlikely “It’s me, your old friend” or even 
the completely irrelevant untruth “Hurry up, I’ve got tooth-ache!”  Only Mantyk, the 
pensioner from downstairs who brings her water twice a day, has no need of a 
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password – the clank of his buckets is enough to identify him, and he is the only male 
of the species who has had any acceptable cause to visit Namsal-abgai, except for a 
former director of district finances. Namsal-abgai begins to cogitate the root cause of 
her problems: her economic need to complete one dress a day has extended her 
working hours beyond midnight, and the complaints this causes among her neighbours 
destroy the secrecy that her clandestine profession demands, hence her problems with 
the financial authorities.  She now resolves to forge a strategic acquaintance with the 
new director of finances. 

The whole narrative of Okhota za golubymi gusiami is couched in elegant, witty and 
sarcastic Russian, sounding a little reminiscent now of Bulgakov, now of Il’f and 
Petrov, sometimes of Gogol’, or Saltykov-Shchedrin. It’s a genuinely entertaining 
read, and its enjoyment by a sizeable Russian readership in the Soviet Union is easily 
understandable. But there are some curious details that suggest something quite 
different from the traditions of Russian literary comedy. 

First of all, ridiculously few of the characters in this book have names.  The 
idealistic poet is the real hero of the novel, but we never learn his name, only the 
colour of his shirt, an attribute repeated at every mention of him.  The director of 
commerce is crucially important to the story, his birthday party is the central event, but 
again, he is only referred to by his office. The only named characters are the fearsome 
Namsal-abgai, and the retired night watchman Mantyk, the creature from down below 
who serves as her water-bearer, and later in the novel four girls who are her 
apprentices, and the poet’s eventual girl-friend Oiunochka.  The rest are ‘people’s 
assessor’, or ‘adolescent boy’ or ‘curly-headed scholar’, or the ‘self-styled author’ of 
the album-novel.  There is a very strong odour here of the üliger, the Buriat heroic 
epic, not just because ‘Namsal-abgai’ is a quintessentially folk-epic name, but because 
the only characters with names are those who fit into a parody of the cast of characters 
of a typical Buriat folk-epic, in which heavenly creatures both good and bad dictate the 
fates of mortals both heroic and ordinary, and fire-breathing dragons make a regular 
appearance.  The world of Mongol epic poetry is strongly matriarchal, peopled with 
both pure, strong maidens and female monsters like Namsal-abgai. In this context it is 
remarkable that the remaining names we meet in Okhotniki are the dropped names of 
icons of western world culture, from Heinrich Heine to Lev Tolstoy, from Stendahl to 
Demosthenes and Robin Hood, from the Leaning Tower of Pisa to the Sorbonne – the 
heroes and gods, as it were, and the sacred places, of the civilization of the target 
language.  The narrative, for all that it is a caricature of life in contemporary Soviet 
Ulan-Ude, unfolds as a string of epically unpleasant encounters with monsters of 
mythic proportions, and the use of magic to subdue them.  Archery and horse-riding 
feature abundantly in the Mongol heroic epic, and indeed the national sports of the 
Mongolian peoples are to this day dare-devil horsemanship, archery of the most 
challenging kind, and wrestling; two of these three are the entertainment planned for 
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the commerce director’s party. The story told in Okhotniki seems tastelessly 
hyperbolic by European literary standards, unless it is read as a tongue-in-cheek 
parody of an üliger. 

3.  An Example: The Original 

Okhotniki is supposedly a translation from Buriat, so its reader is entitled to ask:  to 
what original does this elegantly witty and cosmopolitan Russian text correspond?  
The answer is not immediately clear, particularly not to a reader of the Buriat 
‘original’ that appeared twelve years after the first edition and two years after the 
second edition of the Russian ‘translation’.  It certainly does not correspond to the 
eventual text of Kholo oiryn türelnüüd in the way we would expect of a translation. 

Kholo oiryn türelnüüd does not have a subtitle, genre-specific or otherwise.  Its 288 
pages have no major divisions on the order of chapters, but are divided into 54 short 
sections, mostly under ten pages, unnumbered, but each with a verbose title similar to 
those of the fifteen ‘novellas’ that compose the Russian text of Okhotniki. This is 
essentially the structure of an üliger. The first section, with the title “The very last 
black wooden house of Kartezhnaia ulitsa” (Khaartashadai gudamzhyn egeel hüülshyn 
khara modon ger) introduces neither drunken beggars nor simple poets nor larger-
than-life seamstresses of mythological significance; instead, it immediately introduces 
the wooden house itself, described anthropomorphically, with the fire in its hearth as 
its heart. This corresponds, but only loosely, with the talking house in the first 
‘novella’ of Okhotniki. It corresponds very closely, however, with the characteristic 
imagery of the Buriat heroic epic, a landscape in which sacred fires play a key role. 
The description “black wooden house” is formulaïc in Kholo oiryn türelnüüd, where 
the word ‘old’ is never applied to it. Meanwhile, the fact that in Okhotniki the house 
talks is another echo of the üliger, in which significant physical objects are frequently 
anthropomorphized and endowed with speech. 

The second section of Kholo oiryn türelnüüd – entitled “The poet in a golden shirt 
who has cooked tasty food” (Amtankhan edjeegee busalgahan altankhan samsata 
poet) –more directly than Okhotniki introduces the poet-hero, his talismanic raiment 
and his power over people through his culinary magic, and it is significant that in the 
Buriat version his shirt is never “golden-yellow”, it is just ‘golden’, a detail that 
reflects the use of gold as an attribute in the magic world of the üliger. 

Overall, the language, imagery, story-telling and structure of Kholo oiryn türelnüüd, 
as one would expect, are even more reminiscent of the üliger than Okhotniki is. 
However, Kholo… has a striking feature that is lacking from Okhotniki… – an 
epigraph from the author, italicized and offset on the first page, facetiously dedicating 
the book to people who recognize themselves in its pages and hurl all kinds of abuse at 
the author, as well as those who applaud the appearance of such an interesting and 
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much-needed volume.  One would expect an epigraph of this nature at the head of the 
Russian version; its tone is distinctly Russo-European, even though its rhetorical 
effects are achieved by quintessentially Buriat stylistic means. But at the level of 
genre, this epigraph resonates with the üliger, which always begins with a ‘prologue in 
heaven’ that is referred to in Russian as a zachin, and in modern printed editions of 
Buriat epics is often italicized and offset.  One might also not expect to find in the 
Buriat version the persistent dropping of the names of Russo-European cultural icons, 
but that feature is at least as strong in Kholo oiryn türelnüüd as it is in Okhotniki. 

4.  The Circumstances of Translation 

Tsydendambaev is remembered by those who knew him as not speaking Russian very 
welliii, and by way of compensation priding himself inordinately on his sophisticated 
knowledge of the Buriat language. He was at least averagely well-read in Russian 
literature, but the sophisticated Russian of Okhotniki is surely that of the translator 
rather than the author. The question remains: how were author and translator 
operating?  It seems most likely that Parfenov was in fact not so much translating as 
re-inventing: composing a humorous book in Russian, in close oral collaboration with 
the author of a highly idiosyncratic and hybrid Buriat prose comedy which both knew 
would not in anything close to its native form achieve success with a Russian 
readership, even in translation. The result turns out to be a mixing of traditions, in 
which the novel in Buriat has the structure as well as the language of the üliger but 
displays some obvious Europeanisms (the Buriat-speakers who would read it would in 
any case have a largely Russian education), while the Russian ‘translation’ is slickly 
Russo-European but tells the story in a manner still reminiscent in certain ways of the 
heroic epic, and the two versions have their roots in the both the genre and the 
narrative culture of the üliger. 

Tsydendambaev owed his fame and success in the Soviet Union, including several 
literary awards, to his Russian readership, rather than his Buriat readership, even 
though a Russian journalist who knew Tsydendambaev in Ulan Ude was convinced 
that the considerable acclaim of his earlier historical novel Dorzhi, syn Banzara was 
not primarily due to the quality of the Russian translation.  But Mikhail Nikolaevich 
Stepanov’s translations of that novel and some of Tsydendambaev’s poetry and short 
prose were translations in the conventional sense. Translating Mongolian into an Indo-
European language requires a great deal of creative linguistic recasting, so that the 
translator’s contribution to the resulting text is always, of necessity, extensive. With 
Kholo oiryn türelnüüd, however, the Russian version clearly arose in a more 
complicated relationship to the original, and some of the recasting went beyond 
language to embrace both narrative form and genre. 
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Of the many works of prose fiction published by writers of the non-Russian peoples 
of the Soviet Union, sometimes in series with titles such as “Sovetskii sibirskii roman”, 
and enjoyed by a Union-wide readership, a substantial proportion were translations 
from non-Indo-European languages, many of them linguistically remote from Russian, 
and it seems unlikely that Tsydendambaev’s Okhotniki is unique in this respect. To 
name just two other well-known examples, in Turkic languages:  the Yakut Nikolai 
Luginov’s Dom nad rekoi (published in 1988, as an unattributed ‘translation from the 
Yakut’) was nominated for a Russian State Prize at the peak of glasnost’ in 1989, 
(alongside Solzhenitsyn’s Arkhipelag Gulag!). His novel Po veleniiu Chingiskhana 
(Chyngys-khaan yĭaaghynan, 2000) was translated into Russian by Nikolai Shipilov.  
The award-winning 1970 novel by Chuvash writer Mitri Kibek, Geroi bez vesti  ne 
propadaiut was “translated from the Chuvash by the author”.  In all these cases, I 
suggest that much of interest to translators and scholars of translation would be 
revealed by a detailed comparison of the highly successful Russian versions with their 
originals. What is involved in general terms is the process of translation between 
languages whose differences, both linguistically and culturally, are very great, and a 
principal issue is the nature and extent of the contribution of the translator, and the role 
of collaboration with an author who of necessity has considerable knowledge of, 
indeed has received an education in, the target language and its culture. The treatment 
of this situation in the scholarly literature devoted to Soviet literary translation is far 
from satisfactory. Susanna Witt, in her article ‘The Shorthand of Empire’ iv, focuses on 
the widespread practice of translating the literatures of the Soviet minority cultures 
into Russian through the mediation of interlineal translations that bridged the gap 
between individuals with sophisticated knowledge of the indigenous language in 
question and individuals with the superior command of Russian needed to produce 
sophisticated literary rendering.  Witt allows for the possibility that a variety of 
individuals could provide the podstrochnik, but not for the possibility that the nature of 
the difference between the two languages might rule out the podstrochnik as a 
plausible method of arriving at a translation. Experience in advanced translation 
seminars has given me the opportunity to test the extent to which highly agglutinative 
languages will allow either an English or a Russian podstrochnik in the accepted sense 
of that term, i.e. interlinear ‘prompts’ that would convey a worthwhile amount of the 
original text for a meaningful translation to be based on it by somebody with little or 
no knowledge of the original language. However the Russian version of 
Tsydendambaev’s novel was arrived at, I am confident that it was not by anything 
resembling the podstrochnik process. I would argue that we must allow for 
‘translation’ processes that are much harder to define than the more familiar kinds, and 
are perhaps best described as ‘transactional’ in nature, taking place between two 
individuals who enjoy what might be called a creative friendship to which each brings 
an equivalent sophistication in an unrelated language and its culture.  Such 
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‘translations’ could be arrived at over the library desk or the kitchen table, fueled by 
creative companionship, assisted by vodka or by aya-ganga, and always less 
susceptible to conventional analysis by the linguist or the literary scholar. 
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